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Introduction 
A matrix with many zero elements is called a sparse matrix. Such matrices arise in               
many mathematical problems in science and engineering. A computer program can take            
advantage of sparsity to reduce storage requirements (by only storing the nonzero            
elements) and/or computational time (by skipping trivial operations such as a·0=0 and            
b+0=b). For linear algebra problems, effective exploitation of sparsity has been           
well-studied in the past [Dodson91, Duff90, Zlatev91]. 
 
The concept of sparsity generalizes easily to tensors, i.e. higher dimensional matrices.            
In machine learning, kernels often operate on sparse tensors and similar savings in             
runtime and memory can be achieved. Implementing kernels for every possible           
combination of operations, sparse and dense tensor formats, and target architectures is            
an extremely tedious task, however. Therefore, this document explores letting a           
compiler generate sparse code automatically, an idea pioneered by [Bik96] in the MT1             
project to convert dense linear algebra Fortran to semantically equivalent sparse code            
and formalized to tensor algebra in TACO (Sparse Tensor Algebra Compiler) by            
[Kjolstad17,Kjolstad20]. 

mailto:ajcbik@google.com
https://www.aartbik.com/sparse.php
http://tensor-compiler.org/


 

Sparse Matrices and Tensors 
A matrix with many zero elements is called a sparse matrix. In contrast, a matrix               
without this property is called a dense matrix. Both the storage requirements and             
computational time of operations on sparse matrices can be reduced substantially by            
taking advantage of the zero elements by only storing nonzero elements and avoiding             
redundant operations on zeros like a·0=0 and b+0=b. 
 
One can distinguish between general sparse matrices and sparse matrices that have a             
particular nonzero structure, such as nonzeros confined within blocks or a band or             
positioned along diagonals or borders. Figure 1 shows two examples taken from the             
Matrix Market (a popular matrix repository and successor of the Harwell-Boeing Sparse            
Matrix Collection [Duff89]) with a more or less general nonzero structure (fs_183_1) and             
band-specific nonzero structure (gre_216b). Regular nonzero structures often provide         
even more opportunities for reducing storage and runtime requirements.  
 

          
Figure 1. Nonzero structures of fs_183_1 and gre_216b 

 
For an m x n sparse matrix A with k nonzero elements, and thus z = m·n - k zero                    
elements, the density d is defined as and the sparsity s is defined as with the      k

m·n        z
m·n   

obvious relation s = 1 - d. These measures give an indication of the potential savings in                 
storage and runtime. For example, dense storage of A requires O(m·n) space, while             
sparse storage ideally would require O(d·m·n) = O(k) space for just the nonzero             
elements. In practice, however, general sparse storage schemes require some          
overhead storage to access the primary storage with the nonzero numerical values. 
 

https://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket/


 

Sparse matrices have been studied extensively in the past, since they arise in large              
linear algebra problems found in many HPC fields of science and engineering [Dodson,             
Duff, Zlatev]. The concept, however, generalizes easily to a sparse tensor, i.e. a             
generalized higher dimensional matrix, found in some HPC problems as well as            
machine learning. In the latter context, kernels consisting of one or more operations             
sometimes operate on tensors that contain many zeros, which provides similar           
opportunities to reduce runtime and memory requirements. A common practice is to            
develop a set of hand-optimized library methods for important combinations of           
operations and mixes of tensors in dense or specific sparse storage formats. Due to the               
sheer number of possible combinations of operations, storage formats, and target           
architectures, however, programmers are often forced to break down a kernel into            
individual operations on specific formats and compose available library methods          
instead. This often leads to suboptimal performance when data structure conversions           
are needed or suboptimal asymptotic complexity when nonzeros produced by one           
method are nullified by zero operations in the next method. 
 
A much better approach is to let a compiler generate sparse tensor code automatically,              
as pioneered for linear algebra loops by [Bik96,Bik98] and formalized to tensor algebra             
by [Kjolstad17,Kjolstad20]. Starting with a “loopless” tensor index notation, such as the            
expression bi = Σj Aij·xj for matrix times vector multiplication, the programmer only has to               
annotate tensors as sparse, possibly accompanied by directives for the desired sparse            
storage scheme. The compiler subsequently lowers the kernel to an imperative sparse            
representation that can be passed to a backend compiler, such as LLVM.  

Sparse Storage Schemes 
Many different sparse storage schemes have been developed in the past, both for             
general sparse matrices as well as sparse matrices with particular nonzero structures.            
We refer to the literature for details. In this section, we merely discuss just a few                
possibilities for illustration purposes. All storage concepts generalize easily to tensors,           
as we will see later in this document. 
 
The coordinate scheme (also called COO) simply stores a sparse matrix A as an              
unordered set of triplets (aij, i, j). For example, the following “sparse” 5 x 5 matrix 
 

    | a11 0   a13 a14 0   | 

    | 0   a22 0   0   a25 | 

    | a31 0   a33 a34 0   | 

    | a41 0   0   a44 0   | 

    |  0  0   0   0   a55 | 



 

 
would be stored in COO as follows (although entries may appear in any order). 
 
        1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  

----+---------------------------------------------+  1-based indexing 

AVAL| a11 a13 a14 a22 a25 a31 a33 a34 a41 a44 a55 |  on the array and 

AIDX|   1   1   1   2   2   3   3   3   4   4   5 |  matrix elements 

AJDX|   1   3   4   2   5   1   3   4   1   4   5 | 

----+---------------------------------------------+ 

 
A general sparse row-wise (also called compressed sparse row, CSR, or compressed            
row storage, CRS) and a general column-wise scheme (similarly called CSC or CCS             
by others) store only the nonzero elements of a sparse matrix along the rows/columns              
consecutively in a one-dimensional floating-point value array together with the          
column/row index in a parallel one-dimensional integer index array. An additional           
one-dimensional integer “pointer” array is used to find the starting and ending positions             
of each row/column. To enable the use of a single “pointer” array, the rows/column              
segments must appear in increasing order with no gaps in between. Within a segment,              
elements are stored consecutively, and must appear in sorted column/row index order.  1

 
The example matrix above would be stored as follows in the sparse row-wise scheme              
(with value array AVAL, column index array AJDX, and “pointer” array APTR). 
 

        1   2   3 |   4   5 |   6   7   8 |   9  10 |  11  

----+-------------+---------+-------------+---------+-----+ 

AVAL| a11 a13 a14 | a22 a25 | a31 a33 a34 | a41 a44 | a55 |  

AJDX|  1    3   4 |   2   5 |   1   3   4 |   1   4 |   5 | 

----+-------------+---------+-------------+---------+-----+ 

 

       1   2   3   4   5   6 

-----+-----------------------+  // the nonzeros in row i are stored 

APTR | 1   4   6   9  11  12 |  // from APTR[i] to APTR[i+1] - 1 

-----+-----------------------+ 

  
If every row/column in a sparse matrix has a unified number of nonzeros (or can be                
made so by moderately padding in a few zero elements), an extended column/row             
scheme (also called ITPACK scheme, ELLPACK format, or jagged diagonal storage)           
can be used. 

1 Countless variants of these storage schemes exist. Some use a pointer and length array, some use a                  
start and end pointer array, which allows segments to appear in arbitrary order and even with gaps in                  
between, some drop the sorted index constraint, some allow for insertion and deletion, etc. 



 

The extended column scheme for the example matrix is illustrated below (empty            
positions are padded with arbitrary zeros from the corresponding row, but left open here              
for illustration purposes). Such schemes suffer from less overhead storage, and are            
more vector-friendly along the longer jagged diagonals. 
 
      AVAL                AJDX 
    +-------------+    +-------+ 

    | a11 a13 a14 |    | 1 3 4 | 

    | a22 a25     |    | 2 5   | 

    | a31 a33 a34 |    | 1 3 4 | 

    | a41 a44     |    | 1 4   | 

    | a55         |    | 5     | 

    +-------------+    +-------+ 

Sparse Computations 
To illustrate what a sparse computation typically looks like, consider the following kernel             
in tensor index notation for matrix times vector multiplication. 
 

bi = Σj Aij·xj 
 
In the dense case, decomposition into scalar code would either yield a dot-flavored or              
axpy-flavored implementation, depending on the order of the resulting loops. 
 
for i = 1, m                             for j = 1, n 

  for j = 1, n                             for i = 1, m 

     b[i] += A[i][j] * x[j]                   b[i] += A[i][j] * x[j] 

 

In the sparse case, decomposition into scalar code that skips redundant operations on             
zero elements would yield the following versions by selecting a general sparse row-wise             
and column-wise scheme, respectively. 
 

for i = 1, m                             for j = 1, n 

  for jj = APTR[i], APTR[i+1] - 1          for ii = APTR[j], APTR[j+1] - 1 

    j = AJDX[jj]                             i = AIDX[ii] 

    b[i] += AVAL[jj] * x[j]                  b[i] += AVAL[ii] * x[j] 

 

The code reveals a few typical complications in sparse applications. 
 

● Traditional compiler analysis typically performs poorly on the resulting obscured          
code, since it cannot make any assumption on the contents of the arrays used to               
access other arrays. 



 

● The innermost loops are variable-length, which restricts the potential of          
vectorization for SIMD. In the example matrix, the innermost loop of the dot             
version iterates 3 times for the first row. The last row only iterates once. 

● Gather (indirect load) and scatter (indirect store) are needed to perform the            
computations in a sparse manner. Such irregular memory accesses exhibit poor           
spatial locality and require special instructions in order to exploit SIMD           
effectively. 
 

In contrast to letting a backend compiler optimize hand-written sparse code, relying on a              
sparse compiler to lower a kernel in tensor index notation to sparse code provides many               
more opportunities to perform early optimizations on the operations in the kernel, such             
as operation fusion, suitable sparse storage selection to match the resulting access            
patterns, and parallelization or vectorization while semantics are still clear. The next            
section will explore adding such a feature to MLIR. 

Compiler Support for Sparse Tensors in MLIR 
The TACO project was the first compiler to formalize sparse tensor code generation by              
having a compiler automatically convert a kernel expressed in annotated tensor index            
notation to sparse scalar code [Kjolstad17, Kjolstad20]. This document proposes the           
implementation of similar ideas within the MLIR compiler infrastructure to generate           
sparse vector code. We will separate the mechanism (how to do it) from the strategy               
or policy (what to do). Starting with an expression in the Linalg dialect (more or less                
MLIR’s tensor index notation) together with annotations on the tensors about sparsity,            
we will provide the mechanism to lower this expression to a sparse implementation             
using the Vector dialect, after which it is lowered into LLVM IR and handed off to the                 
LLVM backend compiler. We will leave the strategy of lowering an HLO form into a               
Linalg expression in the right annotated form for later. 
 
This section discusses various issues that need to be implemented for the first MLIR              
version: reading in test matrices, tensor index notation, sparse tensor annotation and            
formats, selecting a loop order, managing the complexity of merging, and actual sparse             
code generation. We also provide some early milestones to measure the success of the              
new approach. 
 
 

https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Linalg/
https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Vector/


 

Reading Tensors from External Formats 
Because MLIR is not a general-purpose programming language, it can be tedious to set              
up proper inputs while debugging, testing, or benchmarking. For sparse tensors in            
particular, reading an external file in a common format is much more preferable than              
programmatically encoding all nonzeros of test tensors. 
 
To simplify benchmarking, testing, and debugging sparse computations, a small runtime           
support library has been added to MLIR to assist in reading matrices in Matrix Market               
Exchange Format, a popular format to share and distribute sparse matrices. 
 
To read the header of a matrix in the (sparse) Matrix Market Exchange Format, simply               
call the following code to get information of the size (m x n) and the number of                 
nonzeros (nnz) in the sparse matrix. The integer arguments are passed as memrefs. 
 

call @openMatrix(“matrix.mtx”, %m, %n, %nnz) : 
                 (!llvm.ptr<i8>, memref<index>, 

                                 memref<index>, memref<index>) -> () 

// 

// .... get ready to process m x n matrix A with nnz nonzeros 

// 

 

The header passes control back to the MLIR program, rather than reading in the full matrix                
at once, so that the client code can allocate and prepare a proper sparse storage scheme                
for an m x n sparse matrix with nnz nonzero elements. The separation also avoids               
complications if we would mix C allocation in the support library with MLIR allocation in the                
client code. At this point, the code is ready to read the nonzeros of the sparse matrix one by                   
one. Typical clients would insert these nonzeros in the sparse storage scheme somehow. 
 
%u = load %nnz[] : memref<index> 

scf.for %k = %c0 to %u step %c1 { 

  call @readMatrixItem(%i, %j, %d) 
      : (memref<index>, memref<index>, memref<f64>) -> () 

  //  

  // .... process nonzero A[%i,%j] = %d .... 

  // 

} 

 

Then, make sure to close the file, which is good practice, and even necessary if multiple                
matrices are read, since the convenience library currently is not re-entrant or thread-safe. 
 

call @closeMatrix() : () -> () 

https://github.com/llvm/llvm-project/blob/master/mlir/lib/ExecutionEngine/SparseUtils.cpp
https://github.com/llvm/llvm-project/blob/master/mlir/lib/ExecutionEngine/SparseUtils.cpp
https://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket
https://math.nist.gov/MatrixMarket


 

 

Note that this library is not part of core MLIR and provided only as a convenience for                 
setting up sparse matrices in tests and benchmarking. The library should not evolve into              
an elaborate sparse package (if eventually required, that should be done elsewhere).            
Please also note that any collection of sparse matrices only provides a subset of sparse               
tensors. Formats for other repositories, such as FROSTT (Formidable Repository of           
Open Sparse Tensors and Tools), need to be supported at some point as well. The               
support discussed above generalizes easily to multi-dimensional formats. 

Tensor Index Notation 
In the first prototype, we need to focus on the mechanism of automatically converting a               
kernel written in tensor index notation to sparse code. To abstract away from many              
details in an end-to-end solution (cf. annotated tensorflow Python code, bridge to HLO             
in MLIR, lowering through various intermediate dialects), we will merely start with a             
kernel written in the Linalg dialect. For example, a simple matrix addition kernel in              
tensor index notation 
 

Cij = Aij + Bij 
 
is represented with a linalg.generic operation as follows for 32x32 matrices.  
 
#trait_matadd = { 

  indexing_maps = [ 

    affine_map<(i,j) -> (i,j)>,  // A 

    affine_map<(i,j) -> (i,j)>,  // B 

    affine_map<(i,j) -> (i,j)>   // C 

  ], 

  iterator_types = ["parallel", "parallel"], 

  doc = "C(i,j) = A(i,j) + B(i,j)" 

} 

 

func @generic_op_matadd(%arga: tensor<32x32xf32>, 

                        %argb: tensor<32x32xf32>) -> tensor<32x32xf32> { 

  %0 = linalg.generic #trait_matadd 

      ins(%arga, %argb : tensor<32x32xf32>, tensor<32x32xf32>) { 

    ^bb(%a: f32, %b: f32): 

      %0 = addf %a, %b : f32 

      linalg.yield %0 : f32 

  } -> tensor<32x32xf32> 

  return %0 : tensor<32x32xf32> 

} 

 

http://frostt.io/
https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Linalg/


 

Sparse code generation will also be able to deal with dynamically shaped tensors. The              
kernel for vector addition on tensors with an unknown size 
 

ci = ai + bi 
 
can be expressed with the following Linalg operation. 
 

#trait_vecadd = { 

  indexing_maps = [ 

    affine_map<(i) -> (i)>,  // a 

    affine_map<(i) -> (i)>,  // b 

    affine_map<(i) -> (i)>   // c 

  ], 

  iterator_types = ["parallel"], 

  doc = "c(i) = a(i) + b(i)" 

} 

 

func @generic_op_vecadd(%arga: tensor<?xf32>, 
                        %argb: tensor<?xf32>) -> tensor<?xf32> { 
  %0 = linalg.generic #trait_vecadd 

      ins(%arga, %argb : tensor<?xf32>, tensor<?xf32>) { 
    ^bb(%a: f32, %b: f32): 

      %0 = addf %a, %b : f32 

      linalg.yield %0 : f32 

  } -> tensor<?xf32> 

  return %0 : tensor<?xf32> 
} 

Sparse Tensor Annotation and Storage 
In the first prototype, we will use TACO’s elegant way to annotate tensors with a sparse                
storage format using: 
 

1.  Specification of per-dimension annotation of “dense” or “sparse”. 
2.  Specification of an order on the dimensions. 

 
For example, given a 2-dimensional matrix A with the default row-major order, the             
annotation (dense, sparse) would results in a CSR format, whereas (sparse, sparse)            
would result in DCSR (doubly compressed, meaning that empty rows pointers are not             
even stored in the sparse storage scheme). Likewise, by forcing column-major order on             
A, the same annotation would yield CSC and DCSC, respectively. 
  



 

For just a single n-dimensional tensor, this mechanism is able to define n!·2n different              
storage schemes! When combined with the endless possibilities of compound          
operations and operands, it becomes clear that a sparse compiler will be instrumental in              
finding the best possible way of coding kernels, since hand-optimizing every individual            
variant will simply be infeasible. In the future, we even want to go beyond the               
straightforward dense/sparse annotation, and explore exploiting particular nonzero        
structures, such as diagonals or bands, automatically. 
 
For now, the dense/sparse annotation (part (1)) fits nicely in the trait associated with              
linalg.generic. Given the matrix addition kernel above, we could mark, for           
instance, matrix A with a CSR as follows. This mechanism has the advantage that other               
passes currently simply ignore the extra annotation inside the trait. Only the sparse             
compiler component will verify the consistency of the annotations, and lower the kernel             
to sparse code when requested. The order (part (2)) will be defined in a similar manner                
with affine maps at a later stage. 
 
#trait_matadd = { 

  sparse = [ 

    [ "D", "S" ], // A, indicates (dense, sparse) 

    [ "D", "D" ], // B, indicates (dense, dense) 

    [ "D", "D" ]  // C, indicates (dense, dense) 

  ], 

  .... 

} 

For the first prototype, we will only allow right-hand-side sparse tensors, i.e. the output              
of a kernel is always dense. This restriction avoids complications with dynamic sparse             
storage schemes that are generally more complex. 
 
Later implementations will have to remove the restrictions of the first prototype. The             
local annotations on Linalg kernels need to be expanded to MLIR’s type system. Sparse              
output tensors need to be supported The design for these extensions will either be              
added to either this or a follow-up document. 

Sparse Iteration Graphs 
Since sparse storage schemes typically only provide efficient access over fixed           
direction, picking the right loop order for a kernel is essential for getting high              
performance. 



 

We will follow the same mechanism as TACO by constructing the (sparse) iteration             
graph for a kernel, topologically sorting the resulting graph, and generating loops            
according to that order. For example, a kernel like 
 

Aij = Σkl Bikl·Ckj·Dlj 
 

under the default row-major storage of tensors gives rise to i < j, i < k < l, k < j, and l < j,                         
resulting in the topological sort i < k < l < j. Also, in the first prototype, where we focus                    
on mechanism over strategy, we will assume that higher-level passes have expressed            
the kernel in the right acyclic format, and simply bail when cycles are detected. A later                
implementation should be able to deal with cycles by inserting the minimum amount of              
required data structure transformations. 

Sparse Merge Lattices 
A dense tensor dimension is accessed with a direct for-loop. Even a single sparse              
tensor dimension can be accessed with a single for-loop that traverses the nonzero             
values from some indirect lower bound to upper bound. However, in order to co-iterate              
over unions and intersections of dimensions, more complex while-loops with nested           
if-statements are required. In addition, the code generator needs to know what            
subexpression of a kernel is needed in every nested if-statement. 
 
To manage the complexity of merging tensor accesses over any combination of            
disjunction and conjunction, we use the (sparse) merge lattices approach of TACO.            
Starting at the leaves of a kernel expression, merge lattices are constructed bottom up              
using the conjunctive and disjunctive merge described in [Kjolstad17]. The algorithm will            
need to be adjusted to the SSA form used in linalg.generic operations, but             
otherwise remains the same.  

Sparse Code Generation 
Given the iteration graph and per-index merge lattice for a kernel, actual sparse code              
generation consists of a straightforward (but somewhat tedious) emission of for-loops,           
while-loops, if-statements, and tensor expressions. We probably want to add          
scf.while to the Scf dialect to simplify this part of code generation. Furthermore,             
rather than lowering all kernel iterators to scalar loops, we want to exploit SIMD where               
possible by lowering directly to the Vector dialect, thereby exploiting the fact that the              
parallel and reduction semantics of index iterators are still known at this point. 

https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/SCFDialect/
https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Vector/


 

For dense storage, this will result in direct vectors, while for most sparse iterators gather               
(and scatter) operations will be required. Pure co-iterating loops will probably have to             
remain sequential, at least in the first prototype.  

Early Milestones 
The first prototype will focus on getting the basic mechanism working by the end of Q4                
2020. However, along the way we want to make sure the performance of the sparse               
code generated for a few simple kernels (sparse matrix times dense vector, sparse             
matrix plus sparse matrix) remains competitive with production quality code like the            
Eigen C++ Template Library for Linear Algebra and Intel MKL Performance Libraries.            
Therefore, once the lowering mechanism is working, we want to make sure the             
generated code performs at least within 90% of the performance of these libraries for a               
set of sparse matrices from the Matrix Market. 
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